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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato, Two Potato    Summer2007

In Tune With the Weather

This week’s musical programme features some delightful weather songs and will also look at 

weather forecasts, wind and snow.

Songs

 Rain    words and music by Barbara Gray

 The Weather Forecast words and music by Barbara Gray

 Sun Calypso  words and music by Barbara Gray

 Snow    words and music by Barbara Gray

 The Wind   words and music by Barbara Gray

   

See link on teacher’s resources page for music and words

Fact File

Weather Forecasts

 • The job of studying the weather is done by a meteorologist. They have to 

   understand how weather works so they can predict what will happen next.

 • Information is collected from many sources, and from all over the world.  It is 

   recorded by weather stations on land and at sea, and from weather balloons,  

   weather satellites orbiting the earth, ships and aircraft. The information is

   fed into computers which produce weather maps. Most are accurate to a few

   days in advance, but sometimes mistakes can be made.

 • Who needs it?  Farmers need to know when to plant or harvest; roads need 

   gritting; fi shermen need accurate forecast of storms and sea conditions; we 

   like to know so we can plan ahead.

After the programme

words for discussion:- to ‘splatter’; a palm tree; ‘tropical sun’; a ‘gust’ of wind.

 • Listen to the songs again, and discuss the words.

 • Look at the Weather Forecast song. Make up weather forecasts for your area.  

   How are you going to produce them? As a song, a drawing, a report, or read 

   out, with diagrams, as if on television?

 • Let the children decide what their favourite sort of weather is – they must give

   reasons. Have a ‘debate’ on the pros and cons of the different sorts.

 • Discuss why we need a variety of weather.  List all the reasons why we are relatively lucky  

   with the type of weather we have, where we don’t usually experience the extremes.
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 • Observe the wind ‘speed’ over a week and keep a chart.  Decide on a rough

     measure e.g.

  0 no wind

  1 leaves blowing

  2 branches swaying

  3 articles moving etc.

 • Make some snow fl akes. Cut out white paper circles (trace round a paper 

   plate?)  Fold the circle in half, and then the half circle into thirds (to form 

   six equal segments) cut the corners of the folded paper and chunks out of the  

   straight sides.  Open up.

 • Talk about the different sorts of clothes we wear for different weather.

 • Are the clothes you are wearing now suitable to wear inside and out?  Would

   you need to change anything?

 • Waterproofi ng.  Bring in a variety of materials and fabrics, and discuss which

   might keep you dry.

 • Talk about people who work outside, and what protection they might need at  

   different times of the year – from cold, rain, wind, sun etc.  (Think of farmers,

   builders, fi shermen, lollipop men and women).

 • Talk about sunburn, and the need to protect their own skin.

 • Talk about and list the variety of things the children can do in different weather. 

    What can they only do in summer, what is best about winter, what is their 

    favourite weather and why.

 • Discuss the jobs some people do which are dependent on, or very affected by,

   the weather.

 • Weather Forecasting.  (See fact fi le above).  Who needs to know what the 

            weather will be like, and why.  Try to predict what the weather will be like 

   tomorrow.  Draw a weather map – and then see if you were right!

 • Invent symbols for different sorts of weather.

  • Shadows.  Make shadow pictures with hands on a white surface.  Record the progress  

   of the sun at hourly intervals by placing sticks in the ground at the edge of a shadow 

   – or marking it with coloured tape on the classroom fl oor or wall.

 • Make a weather collage using different weather pictures e.g. kites, trees blowing, 

   snowmen, wellington boots, swimming togs.  Have a brain-storming session and ask 

   for suggestions – if you get enough, they might be divided into seasons and you could 

   produce four collages.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should be given opportunities to express

     thoughts, feelings and opinions in response to

     personal experiences, literature, media and

     curricular topics or activities e.g. respond to

     an educational broadcast.

Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to listen 

     to and understand a range of texts which are     

     read aloud, including those presented on tape,    

     radio or television.
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Writing:    Pupils should have opportunities to write for a

     variety of purposes and to express their      

      thoughts, feelings and imaginings; describe;

     narrate.

Geography

Weather:    Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: 

     the weather in their local area; changes in

          weather through the seasons; how weather

     effects people’s lives; the weather in other 

     places.

Science

Investigating  & Evaluating: Pupils should have opportunities to: present 

     their fi ndings using appropriate methods e.g.

     block graphs, labelled pictures, bar charts etc.

Materials.  Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: 

     investigate similarities and differences in

     materials and objects and sort them according to

     their properties e.g. those which absorb water 

     and those which are waterproof.

Change:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: fi nd out 

     about the effects of heating and cooling some

     everyday substances such as water.

Maths

Handling Data:   Pupils should have opportunities to: collect data

     and record it; help to design an observation sheet

     and use it to record a set of data leading to a 

     frequency table, and collate and analyse the 

     results.

Music

Composing:   Pupils should have opportunities to: play with 

     sound; select and use sounds to express mood 

     and atmosphere.

Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: join in 

     singing rhymes and simple songs; develop an

     awareness of simple features in songs and 

     accompaniments which they sing and play.

Listening & Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: respond

     imaginatively to a variety of short pieces of
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     music; think and talk about the features and

     effects of the music they create, perform    

     and listen to.

Art     Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment

     with paint; make three dimensional structures

     by assembling, arranging and joining a variety

     of materials.

Cross-Curricular Links

   

MUSIC
Songs
Weather Music

MATHS
Charts
Handling Data

GEOGRAPHY
Weather Observation

ENGLISH
Made-up weather forecasts
Discussion

PROGRAMME 4
ART
Make snow 
flakes


